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Chicken genomics matures for the 21st century
(Prepared by D.W. Burt)

Chicken genetics has a rich history spanning almost 100
years, since Spillman (1908) showed that barring was sex-
linked. The first genetic linkage map was published by Hutt
(1936) followed by many revisions, with the latest published by
Bitgood and Somes (1993). These early “classical” maps were
based on feather colour, morphological, immunological and
physiological genetic markers. As with most other livestock
species, these classical maps have progressed slowly and ulti-
mately 44 loci were mapped onto eight linkage groups. When
international collaborative efforts to produce a molecular map
of the chicken genome were established (Burt et al., 1995a; Burt
and Cheng, 1998), progress and interest in the chicken as a
model genome have accelerated. These collaborations started
at the 23rd Conference of the International Society for Animal
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Genetics (ISAG) in Interlaken, Switzerland in 1992. Two pre-
liminary maps were published soon after (Bumstead and Paly-
ga, 1992; Levin et al., 1994), culminating in a consensus map of
almost 2,000 loci by Groenen et al. (2000). These collabora-
tions have been aided by support from both national and inter-
national research programmes, in particular the ChickMap and
Avianome projects within the EC Framework 4 Biotechnology
programme.

The aim of this report was to summarise the progress made
in the last eight years. Through the efforts of 34 authors in 21
departments, we have produced a report reviewing the current
status of genomics in the chicken and other birds. This review
summarises some successes that have highlighted to the wider
scientific community the value of the chicken as a model spe-
cies. Progress on the genetic and physical mapping of the
chicken has come a long way; even the problem of identifica-
tion of microchromosomes has been overcome by physical
mapping methods. New tools open the way to examine the
evolution, not only of avian genomes but also of other verte-
brates. Analysis of the comparative map between chicken,
mouse and human built on the gene mapping efforts of the
chicken mapping community, provided new insights into the
evolution of the vertebrate genome. The accumulation of over
20,000 chicken ESTs marks a new phase in the exploration of
the avian genome and its function. We hope this review will be
of interest and direct benefit not only to those in the poultry
industry, but also to those in other fields, such as, medicine
and developmental biology.

Chicken classical genetic maps
(Prepared by M. Tixier-Boichard)

The first “classical” genetic map of the chicken was estab-
lished in 1936 by F.B. Hutt from the compilation of segrega-
tion analyses and chromosome studies. It was extensively
reviewed and completed by Etches and Hawes (1973). The
latest update included 119 loci identified by morphological
mutations, biochemical polymorphisms or chromosome break-
points (Bitgood and Somes, 1993). Map position was only
available for 44 loci, grouped onto seven autosomal linkage
groups and chromosome Z (Table 1). In addition, 38 loci were
assigned to one of the groups but not mapped precisely, 12 loci
were assigned to microchromosomes, and 16 loci were linked
two by two but not assigned to any linkage group (Bitgood and
Somes, 1990). Accuracy of map position was variable due to
differences in sample size and linkage was sometimes ex-
pressed in crossover percentage rather than map unit (cM).
The recent development of the genetic map based upon molec-
ular markers makes it possible to establish linkage between the
so-called “classical” mutations and anonymous markers (main-
ly microsatellites). This integrates both the former “classical”
map and the molecular map, and opens the way to the molecu-
lar identification of mutations with major phenotypic effects.
Molecular mapping of a mutant involves the production of
experimental families that are segregating for one or several
mutations. When there is no prior knowledge of the chromo-
some position of a mutant, mapping has to be done by screen-

Table 1. Linkage groups of the chicken classical map (Bitgood and
Somes, 1990)

ing the whole genome with molecular markers. The cost and
effort of this approach can be efficiently reduced by using the
strategy of bulked segregant analysis (Michelmore et al., 1991),
where typings are done on pooled DNA samples prepared
according to the phenotype.

At present, the map position of 12 classical mutants and one
blood group has been established following linkage with molec-
ular markers (Table 2). The mapping of polydactyly mutation
on 2p makes it possible to propose markers for other mutants
from the former linkage group IV, M “multiple spurs” and D
“duplex comb”. Among former linkage groups of the classical
map, group I which contains five mutations (creeper, rose
comb, uropygial gland, lavender plumage color, and ametapod-
ia) is the last one not to be connected with the molecular map.
The integration of molecular and classical maps would also
benefit from mapping of the crest and frizzle mutations, which
flank the dominant white mutation on linkage group E22. As
shown with the Henny-feathering mutant, prior knowledge of
the candidate gene for a mutation also offers a tool to map the
gene, either by FISH or by the identification of a polymorphism
within the gene. Thus, it is expected that the number of “classi-
cal” mutants mapped with molecular markers will increase in
the future, provided that carriers of these mutants are still kept
as part of chicken genetic resources.

Genetic map
(Prepared by M.A.M. Groenen and H.H. Cheng)

In chicken three different populations have been used for
the construction of a genetic map. The East Lansing population
(Crittenden et al., 1993) consists of 52 BC1 animals derived
from a backcross between a partially inbred Jungle Fowl line
and a highly inbred White Leghorn line. The Compton popula-
tion (Bumstead and Palyga, 1992) consists of 56 BC1 animals
derived from a backcross between two inbred White Leghorn
lines that differed in their resistance to salmonella. Reference
panel DNAs from these two mapping populations are available
and have been distributed widely to the poultry community.
The Wageningen population (Groenen et al., 1998) consists of
456 F2 animals from a cross between two broiler dam lines
originating from the White Plymouth Rock breed. The number
of informative meioses for the two backcross populations var-
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Table 2. Mapping “classical” mutants with molecular markers in the chicken

ies from 20 to 56 and the average mapping resolution therefore
is only 5–7 cM. In the Wageningen population the number of
informative meioses varies from 15 to 886 with an average
mapping resolution of 1 cM.

Recently the chicken linkage maps based on these three
mapping populations have been integrated into one consensus
linkage map (Groenen et al., 2000). Since that time 58 addi-
tional loci have been added to the East Lansing map, 4 to the
Compton map and 20 to the Wageningen map. These loci have
now been integrated into the consensus linkage map (Fig. 1)
bringing the total number of loci that have been placed on
this map to 1965. Furthermore, the eight anonymous mark-
ers ROS0054, ROS0119, ROS0149, ROS0153, ROS0249,
ROS0250, ROS310 and ROS0332 represent ERBB3, CCNC,
the KIAA0677 homologue, SUV3 (SUPV3L1), CKM, LHCGR,
SCML2 and LEPR respectively (Jacqueline Smith and Dave
Burt, personal communication). This brings the number of
mapped genes for which the map location of the human ortho-
logue is known to 216. The genes that have been added to the
map include IFNG, PPARA and SOD1 on chromosome 1; MOS
on chromosome 2; SULT1A2, TNFR1 (TNFRSF1A) and
MFAP1 on chromosome 3; CAT and CALM1 on chromosome
5; INSR on chromosome 28 (E53) and FBN1 on chromosome
10. In all cases except for PPARA, the new mapping data
extends or confirms known regions of conserved synteny be-
tween the chicken and human genomes. With regard to PPA-
RA, other genes are located on chicken chromosome 1 that like
PPARA have been mapped in human to 22q13 (NAGA, ADSL,
H5), but these form a separate block of conserved synteny.

As discussed in the section on the integration of the genetic
and physical maps (Fillon and Vignal, in this report), many of
the small linkage groups of the consensus map have now been
assigned to specific microchromosomes. Therefore, in Fig. 1

the names of these linkage groups have been changed accord-
ingly.

Locus HSF1 (MCW0073) was known to be linked to mark-
ers located at the end of chromosome 2 (ADL0146, LEI0104
and MCW0324) but because this was not supported by any oth-
er locus on these two linkage groups, these linkage groups were
thus far treated as two independent linkage groups. However,
fluorescent in situ hybridisation experiments with a BAC clone
from MCW0157 located on linkage group E46C08W18, shows
that this small linkage group is indeed the q terminal part of
chromosome 2 (A. Vignal, V. Fillon and F. Pitel, personal com-
munication). Therefore, E46C08W18 has now been added to
the end of the linkage group of chromosome 2 (Fig. 1).

The mapping information of the new loci has been added to
the newly developed chicken AceDB database ChickAce that
will be available at the Wageningen chicken web site (http:
//www.zod.wau.nl/vf/research/chicken/frame_chicken.html).

(Fig. 1 see pages 174–181).
Fig. 1. Linkage map of the chicken genome. The framework loci (loci

whose order relative to one another is supported by odds larger than 3) have
been ordered and their position is indicated by the number to the left. The
possible location of the loci whose order is not supported by odds 1 3 is
indicated by an error bar. The loci that have been mapped cytogenetically are
underlined, whereas those known to represent expressed sequences (identi-
fied genes and ESTs) are shown in bold. For genes whose map location on the
human map is known, the human chromosome is indicated with a coloured
symbol on the vertical bar (Adapted from Groenen et al., 2000).
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Table 3. Current status of physical mapping
with BAC clones

Physical mapping of the chicken genome
(Prepared by R.P.M.A. Crooijmans, M.A.M. Groenen and
N. Bumstead)

The ultimate goal for physical mapping of the chicken
genome will be the establishment of the complete sequence
analogous to human and mouse. The development of large
insert libraries in chicken will enable the generation of a com-
plete contig needed to achieve this goal. Two types of large
insert libraries have been developed in chicken. A chicken yeast
artificial chromosome (YAC) library has been developed by
Toye et al. (1997) and this library provides an 8.5-fold redun-
dant coverage and consists of 16,000 clones with an average
insert size of 634 kb. YAC clones are efficient in covering large
physical areas and are easier to develop. This system has sever-
al drawbacks, in particular, insert instability. Therefore, the
establishment of another type of large insert library, the bacte-
rial artificial chromosome (BAC) library was constructed.

Two BAC libraries have been constructed in chicken. In the
first library (Crooijmans et al., 2000) the HindIII cloning site
was used and consists of almost 50,000 clones with an average
insert size of 134 kb and genome coverage of 5.5×. Screening
of this library is possible by two-dimensional PCR and by
filter hybridization (see webpage http://www/zod.wau.nl/vf/
research/chicken). The other library was constructed using the
BamHI cloning site, consists of 38,000 clones with an average
insert size of 150 kb and has a genome coverage of 5× (J. Dodg-
son, personal communication). Screening of this library is pos-
sible by filter hybridization (see webpage http://hbz.tamu.edu
and http://poultry.mph.msu.edu).

Using the Wageningen BAC library, at least one BAC clone
has been isolated for markers that have been mapped at 10-cM
intervals on the chicken linkage map. Furthermore, in order to
be able to integrate the linkage and cytogenetic maps, BAC
clones have been isolated with markers from almost every link-
age group of the consensus linkage map.

For several linkage groups BAC contigs are currently being
developed (Table 3). Much effort is being put into building a
complete BAC contig for chicken chromosome 10 (former link-
age group E29C09W09) by chromosome walking. This has
already resulted in the identification of 600 BAC clones, assem-
bled into 30 contigs and covering almost 40% of this chromo-
some.

In total more than 1,500 BAC clones have been isolated
from the Wageningen BAC library and assigned to linkage
groups, which represents a genome coverage of almost 5%.
Recently, physical mapping of the complete Wageningen chick-
en BAC library was started, which will result in a BAC contig
map of the complete chicken genome by the end of 2001. Physi-
cal mapping of the chicken BamHI BAC library is also per-
formed by fingerprinting (J. Dodgson, personal communica-
tion). To date, already 10,000 clones have been fingerprinted.

Integration of the genetic and physical maps of the
chicken macrochromosomes
(Prepared by J. Smith, V. Fillon, R.P.M.A. Crooijmans
and D.W. Burt)

The chicken karyotype comprises 39 pairs of chromosomes
which are divided into eight pairs of cytologically distinct chro-
mosomes 1–8 along with the Z and W sex chromosomes and 30
pairs of small, cytologically indistinguishable “microchromo-
somes”. Standardization of the cytogenetic banding patterns
has been established for the eight largest chromosomes and the
sex chromosomes (Ladjali-Mohammedi et al., 1999), which
means we can now relate genetic mapping data to the cytogen-
etic maps for each macrochromosome. An alignment of genetic
and physical maps of the eight macrochromosomes and the Z
chromosome are presented here (Fig. 2). Physically mapped
clones are shown orientated with the consensus linkage maps
(Groenen et al., 2000). The orientation of linkage groups
E01C01C11W01 (chr 1), E06C02W02 (chr 2), E02C03W03
(chr 3), E05C04W04 (chr 4), E07E34C05W05 (chr 5),
E11C10W06 (chr 6), E45C07W07 (chr 7), E43C12W11 (chr 8)
and the Z chromosome has been established. The clones, which
have been both genetically and physically mapped for each
chromosome are shown in Table 4.

We have correlated genetic (cM) to physical distance (FLpt-
er) for the macrochromosomes as shown in Fig. 3 that allows

Fig. 2. Integration of the genetic and physical maps of the chicken
macrochromosomes. Physical ideograms represent the RBG banding pat-
tern. Physical sizes are taken from Smith and Burt (1998) and the genetic
sizes represent the current status of the consensus linkage groups.
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Fig. 3. Correlation of genetic linkage (cM) with physical distance (FLpter) for the eight macrochromosomes and the Z chromo-
some of chicken.
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estimation of genetic position from physical data and vice ver-
sa. Where no direct FLpter data was available, we estimated
fractions from the given cytogenetic band positions. Some of
this work has been recently published in Smith et al. (2000a).
Current physical and genetic mapping data on the chicken is
available at http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/chickmap/.

Note: When presenting cytogenetic data, standardization is
important. FLpter measurements must be given so that results
can be assigned to the correct band on either the GTG or RBG
ideograms. It is preferable if physical positions can be given
relative to the RBG standard, as this is the reference that most
of the current data has been measured against.

Integration of genetic and physical maps of chicken
microchromosomes reveals high rates of recombination
(Prepared by V. Fillon and A. Vignal)

The standard GTG- and RBG-karyotypes of chicken have
been established by the International Committee for the Stan-
dardization of the Avian Karyotype for the eight pairs of
macrochromosomes and the Z and W sexual chromosomes

(Ladjali-Mohammedi et al., 1999). Since they cannot be distin-
guished individually, the 30 pairs of microchromosomes are
ordered arbitrarily by decreasing size and only an estimation of
the chromosome number can be given. The physical size of
chicken microchromosomes has been estimated to be 7–23 Mb
(Bloom et al., 1993). Based on fluorescence measurement, it
has been calculated that microchromosomes represent 23% of
the female genome (Smith and Burt, 1998). Electron micro-
scopic analyses of chicken synaptonemal complexes show they
are mostly acrocentric (Kaelbling and Fechheimer, 1983). Al-
though it is impossible to obtain characteristic banding pat-
terns for microchromosome pairs, certain features of their
structure and functions have been studied (for review, see Rod-
ionov, 1996; Fillon, 1998). They have been shown to have an
early replicating pattern (Schmid et al., 1989; Ponce de Leon et
al., 1992; McQueen et al., 1998), results consistent with their
high (G+C) content, as suggested by DAPI or chromomycin A3
staining (Fritschi and Stranzinger, 1985; Auer et al., 1987). The
existence of a higher gene density on microchromosomes than
on macrochromosomes has been suggested (McQueen et al.,
1996; McQueen et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2000b; Smith, in this
report).

The chicken consensus linkage map is composed of a few
large linkage groups, that have been assigned to macrochromo-
somes, and numerous small linkage groups or independent
markers probably corresponding to microchromosomes
(Groenen et al., 2000), but for which a cytogenetic localisation
had to be defined to enable a precise localisation of genes and
markers on the microchromosome fraction with a correct chro-
mosome identification. This is also necessary for the integra-
tion and completion of genetic maps. For this purpose, a collec-
tion of large insert BAC and PAC clones (Zoorob et al., 1996;
Crooijmans et al., 2000) were used as microchromosome tags
for identification in two-colour FISH experiments (Fillon et al.,
1998) from which 22 individual microchromosome pairs can
be identified (Fig. 4a). A nomenclature, based on the estimated
size of each labeled microchromosome pair is proposed (Ta-
ble 5) and is used throughout this report. The genetic marker-
containing clones led to the integration of genetic and cytogen-
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Table 4. Summary of loci which have been genetically and physically mapped in the chicken
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Fig. 4. (a) Hybridisation of P1-8 (red), P3-1 (red), P3C6 (green), P5H12 (green) and FAS (green) that label five different
microchromosome pairs of the chicken. (b) Hybridisation of P1-8 (GCT903) (red) and P6V11 (GCT908) (green) on the same
microchromosome 14.

Table 5. Microchromosome FISH tags which enabled the microchromo-
some identification. A microchromosome number has been proposed, based
on the approximative size estimation of each microchromosome pair. The
genetic markers containing clones led to the integration of genetic and cyto-
genetic maps for microchromosomes (Fillon et al., in preparation).

etic maps for 16 linkage groups (Morisson et al., 1998; see
Table 5). Most of the linkage groups corresponding to micro-
chromosomes are longer than 50 cM (Table 5). The genetic to
physical ratio of macrochromosomes is on average 396 kb/cM
(Smith and Burt, 1998; Smith et al., 2000a). Our data suggest a
minimum of 150 to 250 kb/cM for microchromosomes. This

suggests a higher rate of recombination on microchromosomes.
In accordance with these findings, previous studies suggested a
difference in recombination rates for microchromosomes.
Chiasmata analyses on chicken lampbrush chromosomes dem-
onstrated that in microchromosomes one or two crossing-over
events might occur (Rahn and Solari, 1986; Rodionov et al.,
1992a, b). Moreover, the two genetically independent Major
Histocompatibility Complexes B@ and Rfp-Y@ (Miller et al.,
1996) have been located on the same microchromosome 16
(Fillon et al., 1996). Likewise, the genetic marker GCT908
segregates independently, whereas it has been localised by
FISH with P1-8 (GCT903) on microchromosome 14 (Fig. 4b)
(Morisson et al., 1998). These two results clearly demonstrate
recombination hot spots in microchromosomes. Rodionov et
al. (1992a, 1992b) suggest that this is necessary to ensure chro-
mosome pairing during meiosis and mitosis, thus explaining
the stability of the avian karyotype.

Differences in gene density on chicken
macrochromosomes and micro-chromosomes
(Prepared by J. Smith)

The microchromosomes of chicken constitute 23% of the
female genome1 (Smith and Burt, 1998), are GC-rich (Auer et
al., 1987) and have a higher CpG content than the macrochro-
mosomes (McQueen et al., 1996). Since 60–70% of known
chicken genes are associated with a CpG-island, it has been pos-
tulated that the microchromosomes may represent a gene-

1 In this instance, chromosomes 1–5 and the Z chromosome are referred to as
“macrochromosomes” and chromosomes 6–38 and the W chromosome as “micro-
chromosomes”. This is because this was the nomenclature used in the studies on gene
density.
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dense fraction of the chicken genome. This idea is supported by
acetylation studies of histone H4 and analysis of CpG-island-
like sequences in cloned genomic DNA (McQueen et al., 1998),
which indicate that microchromosomes are also associated
with higher gene activity. This hypothesis has been tested by
directly comparing the gene densities on the macrochromo-
somes and microchromosomes, based on sequence sampling of
cosmid DNA and from the analysis of the distribution of genes
mapped by physical means and by genetic linkage. From these
different approaches it is estimated that the microchromo-
somes are twice as gene-dense as macrochromosomes (Smith et
al., 2000b).

In sequence sampling approaches, randomly selected cos-
mids that were known to map to either a macrochromosome or
a microchromosome, by FISH, have been examined. From the
number of genes found in the cosmid clones isolated from
macrochromosomes and from microchromosomes and the
amount of DNA sequenced it has been estimated that the gene
density of the microchromosomes is from 1.3 times (Smith et
al., 2000b) to 2.4 times (Clark et al., 1999) that of macrochro-
mosomes.

The average CpG content of cosmid clones from macro-
chromosomes and microchromosomes has also been analysed
as an indirect measure of the abundance of CpG islands. From
a sample of cloned chicken genomic DNA it was estimated that
microchromosomal DNA has a CpG content 1.6 times that of
macrochromosomal DNA (Smith et al., 2000b). Whether the
differences in CpG content are related to gene content or a
structural feature of microchromosomes has still to be deter-
mined. However, from sequence sampling studies, it is esti-
mated that there is a gene every 22-kb on the macrochromo-
somes and once every 17-kb on microchromosomes. From the
size of the chicken macrochromosomes and microchromo-
somes (Smith and Burt, 1998) it can therefore, be estimated
that there are a total of 60,000 genes in the chicken genome.

The number of genes that have been physically mapped at
random in the chicken has also been examined. The number of
genes mapped to macrochromosomes and to microchromo-
somes has been compared. From this physical mapping data, it
is estimated that the microchromosomes are 1.3 times as dense
as the macrochromosomes (Smith et al., 2000b). So far, 171
genes have been mapped by FISH but many target specific
chromosomes were selected based on comparative maps with
human.

The number of genes genetically mapped to macrochromo-
somes and microchromosomes in the chicken has also been
used to determine gene density on each set of chromosomes.
Excluding microsatellite-based markers, which have been
shown to be biased in their distribution (Smith et al., 2000b),
gene markers which have been assigned randomly to the genet-
ic maps of macrochromosomes have been studied. When this
genetic mapping data is compared to the physical size of the
genome represented by the two sets of chromosomes, it is esti-
mated that the microchromosomes are 2.3 times as gene-dense
as the macrochromosomes.

Accurate estimates for the relative gene density were not
possible in early studies (McQueen et al., 1996; McQueen et al.,
1998) but suggested a 6-fold difference in gene density (an esti-

mate based mostly on CpG-island-like sequences in cloned
genomic DNAs) on macrochromosomes and microchromo-
somes, and that 75% of all chicken genes were located on the
microchromosomes. If true, this should have been reflected in
significantly more gene homologies being found by the se-
quence sampling approach. This contrasts with the more recent
and more conservative estimate of around 48% of all chicken
genes being located in the microchromosome fraction, thus
explaining the lower number of sequence homologies found by
sequence sampling (Smith et al., 2000b). If the gene density dif-
ference is 2.5 fold, then the numbers of genes on the macro- and
microchromosomes can be estimated to be 31,000 and 29,000,
respectively.

Molecular cytogenetic studies to facilitate physical
mapping of the avian genome
(Prepared by D.K. Griffin)

A fundamental requirement for all physical gene mapping
strategies is the accurate assignment of the chromosomes.
Among eukaryotic species, genes and anonymous clones are
placed on the genome map with specific reference to their posi-
tion on a particular chromosome. The proximity of clones on a
chromosome (e.g. as indicated by a fluorescence in-situ hybrid-
isation [FISH] experiment) is clear evidence of close physical
distance and, in addition indicates genetic linkage. Therefore,
in order for physical gene mapping strategies to be meaningful,
each chromosome must be clearly identifiable and the se-
quences contained upon it assigned correctly in relation to one
another and in relation to an agreed convention (Burt et al.,
1995a).

Most animals, including humans, have chromosomes that
can be distinguished by simple banding techniques. Moreover
the position of sequences on the map is indicated by the chro-
mosome, the chromosome arm and finally the chromosome
band. In chickens however, as with virtually all birds, a signifi-
cant obstacle to the physical mapping of genes is the inability to
distinguish many of the chromosomes. This is due to (a) the
large number of chromosomes (2n = 78) and (b) the presence of
microchromosomes. Depending on the definition given by dif-
ferent authors, Gallus domesticus has 6–10 pairs of macrochro-
mosomes including the Z and smaller W in the heterogametic
female (e.g. Kaelbing and Fechheimer, 1983; Fritschi and
Stranzinger, 1985; Auer et al., 1987; Schmid et al., 1989; Ponce
de Leon et al., 1992). In addition there are 28–32 pairs of
microchromosomes that have met with varying degrees of
karyotype definition. G-banding studies have identified chro-
mosomes 1–10 plus the Z and W whereas studies using counter-
stain enhanced fluorescence were successful in identifying
chromosomes 1–18 (Auer et al., 1987). There are a number of
drawbacks to using these banding techniques in physical map-
ping however, (a) because their efficacy has yet to be assessed in
combination with FISH experiments and (b) chromosomes
smaller than 18 remain indistinguishable. Clearly therefore
molecular cytogenetic means are essential for full karyotype
definition. Two strategies have been adopted for distinguishing
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the chromosomes of the chicken, particularly the microchro-
mosomes: (1) The use of individual clones as landmarks and (2)
Chromosome painting.

Use of individual clones
The underlying strategy of this approach is that clones e.g.

BACs, PACs and cosmids, once isolated and mapped to a
microchromosome (by FISH), are used as a landmark for that
chromosome. Other clones either cohybridise to that chromo-
some or hybridise to other chromosomes and can be used as
landmarks for them. In this way putative chromosome num-
bers can be assigned and a low resolution genome map built
based around accurate chromosome identification. Fillon et al.
(1998) initially were able to distinguish 16 microchromosomes
using 17 different BAC, PAC and cosmid clones. BACs and
PACs were selected from large insert containing libraries (Zoo-
rob et al., 1996). In more recent experiments this has now been
extended to 22 chromosomes and putative chromosome num-
bers have been assigned (Fillon and Vignal, in this report; see
Table 5). That is, there are 22 landmark clones assigned and
available from chromosomes 9–31. The advantage to this
approach is that it is a relatively simple and cost effective
means of defining the smaller chromosomes in the karyotype.
Moreover, when the clones are isolated from sequences that are
assigned to a genetic linkage group, or when cohybridisation
with sequences in a known linkage group is established, full
integration of the genetic and physical map can be performed.
Indeed 17 of the clones have already been assigned to known
linkage groups (Table 5).

Chromosome painting
An alternative to the use of landmark clones for chromo-

some assignment is to generate a chromosome specific genomic
library for each chromosome, label it with a hapten and use it as
a chromosome paint. This is technically more demanding than
clone isolation but has a number of advantages. First, unlike
individual clones, chromosome paints cover the entire length of
the chromosome and can identify rearrangements such as
translocations. These rearrangements can potentially be be-
tween individuals of the same species, between different strains
of the same species or between different species. Second they
provide a resource of chromosome specific sequences from
which more clones can be isolated. For instance, recent experi-
ments have been initiated to generate chromosome specific
normalised cDNA libraries from this material (Masabanda and
Griffin, unpublished results).

Strategies that have, to date, been used to generate chromo-
some-specific paints involve amplification and labeling by
DOP-PCR of isolated chromosome specific material. In initial
experiments chromosomes were isolated by flow cytometry
(e.g. Carter et al., 1992). Eleven individual chromosomes were
isolated in the flow karyotype, four hundred of each were flow-
sorted and the template amplified and labeled. Eleven colour
chromosome painting (Fig. 5) in combination with DAPI band-
ing revealed that genomic libraries had been successfully gener-
ated from chromosomes 1–9, Z and one microchromosome. In
addition, three paints recognised two pairs of microchromo-
somes and two paints recognised three pairs (Griffin et al.,

1999). Thus, although a flow cytometry strategy was an excel-
lent one for generating paints from the larger chromosomes, it
was limited in its ability to distinguish the microchromosomes.
In a separate set of experiments a means of generating chromo-
some paints from the microchromosomes was developed. In
order to do this it was essential to be able to amplify template
DNA from a single microchromosome. This is because it is not
practicable to relocate the same chromosome on a different
metaphase and thus increase the number of chromosomes in
the template (Griffin et al., 1999). To date these experiments
have been successful in generating chromosome paints from 20
microchromosomes of which at least 14 are different (Fig. 6).
Recently these approaches have been combined i.e. single
microchromosomes have been isolated by flow-cytometry and
amplified/labeled producing paints for 14 microchromosomes
(Masabanda and Griffin, unpublished results). Thus, in total,
chromosome paints from approximately 46 chromosomes have
been generated from the chicken karyotype. As there are only
39 chromosome pairs in the karyotype, it is certain that some of
the paints will be of the same chromosome. Moreover we feel it
is likely that there remains some chromosomes from which
paints have still to be isolated.

Although the two approaches (use of individual clones as
landmarks and chromosome painting) are presented as alterna-
tives to one another, they are, in many ways, complementary.
For instance, cohybridisation (by FISH) of paint and clone can
lead to unequivocal cytogenetic assignment by two indepen-
dent means. Moreover, particularly for the smaller chromo-
somes (that may be as small as 7 Mb), chromosome paints may
be developed by the pooling of several individual clones. There-
fore it seems reasonable to suggest that a combination of single
clone mapping and chromosome painting will lead to (a) to full
definition of all chicken chromosomes and (b) to integration of
the physical and genetic maps in chicken and other avian
genomes.

Comparative chromosome painting
(Prepared by M. Guttenbach, I. Nanda, C. Steinlein,
D.K. Griffin and M. Schmid)

Comparative chromosome painting has been shown to be a
rapid and comprehensive method for the detection of chromo-
some homologies between different species. Zoo-FISH can
detect conservation of synteny, chromosome rearrangements
such as translocations or fissions and provides clues on genome
evolution. Thus, data obtained by conventional banding analy-
ses can be confirmed or refined. Zoo-FISH was initially used
for comparison between human and other mammalian karyo-
types (Scherthan et al., 1994; Rettenberger et al., 1995; Raud-
sepp et al., 1996; Chowdhary et al., 1998; Iannuzzi et al., 1999),
but more recently Chowdhary and Raudsepp (2000) applied a
human chromosome 4 painting probe to chicken metaphases
and could demonstrate conserved synteny over 300 Myr diver-
gence by distinct hybridization to chicken chromosome 4cen→
q26.

Meanwhile chicken painting probes especially for macro-
chromosomes are available. By microdissection and DOP-
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Fig. 5. Eleven-colour chromosome painting of chromosomes 1–9, Z and one large microchromosome of the chicken.

Fig. 6. Chromosome painting of a small microchromosome of the chicken. Probe isolated by microdissection of a single
chromosome followed by DOP-PCR amplification and labeling.

Shuttle-PCR Zimmer et al. (1997) prepared a Z-painting probe
in order to screen BAC-libraries for Z-specific clones. Guillier-
Gencik et al. (1999) generated whole chromosome paints for
chicken chromosomes 1–8, Z and W by microdissection and
DOP-PCR. An alternative approach, flow-sorting and DOP-
PCR amplification, was used by Griffin et al. (1999) to generate
chicken painting probes 1–9 and Z. Application of these probes
to other avian species will reveal chromosome rearrangements
which occurred during avian evolution. In the first Zoo-FISH
study between bird species, Shetty et al. (1999) hybridized
chicken paints 1–9 and Z to emu chromosomes and found
strong chromosome homology in these distantly related species.
With the exception of chicken paint 4, each autosomal probe

detected a single emu chromosome of corresponding size and
morphology. Besides emu chromosome 4 a pair of additional
microchromosomes was labeled by paint 4. The Z-probe de-
tected both, Z and W in the emu, confirming extensive homolo-
gy between these poorly differentiated sex chromosomes. Using
the same set of chicken painting probes (Griffin et al., 1999), we
have started Zoo-FISH analyses in several avian species be-
longing to six different orders: Rhea americana (Struthioni-
formes), Phasianus colchicus, Chrysolophus pictus, Lophura
nycthemera, Coturnix coturnix (Galliformes), Strix nebulosa,
Bubo bubo (Strigiformes), Streptopelia roseogrisea (Columbi-
formes), Turdus merula (Passeriformes), Anser anser and Cairi-
na moschata (Anseriformes). Preliminary data is shown in
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Table 6. Comparative chromosome painting of chicken chromosome paints 1–9 and Z to chromosomes of 11 bird species

Table 6. With few exceptions, the individual chicken paints
labeled single chromosomes or chromosome arms in all other
species. If not otherwise indicated, chromosome paints hybrid-
ized to chromosomes of comparable size. The exact chromo-
some number, however, has yet to be determined (especially for
paints 6–9) by detailed karyotype analyses and will be pub-
lished elsewhere (manuscript in preparation). In the different
pheasant species, chicken paint 2 hybridizes to two telocentric
chromosomes (Nos. 3 and 6), thus confirming the origin of
these chromosomes by fission of the ancestral chromosome 2 of
the Galliformes (for review, see Christidis, 1990). Consequent-
ly, paint 3 binds to chromosome 2 in these species (Fig. 7).
Comparable to the observations in emu, the telocentric chro-
mosome 4 as well as a microchromosome are detected by chick-
en paint 4, suggesting that chicken chromosome 4 arose by
fusion of the ancestral chromosome 4 and a microchromo-
some.

In the African collared dove chromosome pairs 1–3 are easily
identifiable, whereas pairs 4–7 are very similar in size and mor-
phology (meta- to slightly submetacentric chromosomes). Paints

6–9 each hybridized to either a short or long arm of one of the
chromosomes 4–7. The exact position has to be evaluated by
double hybridization of probes and/or karyotype analyses.

These preliminary Zoo-FISH results clearly demonstrate
the occurrence of homologous chromosomal segments in the
genomes of the bird species examined and reveal the chromo-
some rearrangements in the course of avian evolution. Addi-
tional application of single chicken microchromosome paints
to other species (Griffin et al., 1999) will further contribute to
our understanding of karyotype evolution in birds.

Comparative chromosome G-banding in poultry –
Ideograms
(Prepared by V. Fillon)

Most avian karyotypes share the same typical organization,
comprising a few macrochromosome pairs and a lot of tiny
microchromosomes. The presence of microchromosomes
makes classical cytogenetics more difficult than in mammals.
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Fig. 7. Fluorescent in situ hybridization of chicken
autosomal paint 3 to metaphase plates from chicken (a’)
and golden pheasant (b’). The DAPI-counterstained chro-
mosomes are depicted in (a) and (b). Labeled chromo-
somes are indicated by arrowheads. In contrast to the
chicken, in the golden pheasant paint 3 hybridizes to chro-
mosome 2.

Table 7. Correspondences between G-banded macrochromosomes of
chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus), quail (Coturnix coturnix), turkey (Melea-
gris gallopavo) and duck (Anas platyrhynchos)

The order Galliformes is one of the best studied, and many
chromosome homologies have been shown (Ryttman and Te-
gelström, 1981, 1983; Stock and Bunch, 1982). Recently, a
standard has been defined for the eight macrochromosomes
plus the Z and W sex chromosomes of the chicken (Fig. 8) (Lad-
jali-Mohammedi et al., 1999). Considering the chicken stan-
dard karyotype as a reference (Carlenius et al., 1981; Ponce de
Leon et al., 1992; Ladjali et al., 1995; Ladjali-Mohammedi et

al., 1999), ideograms based on banding patterns previously
described have been established for the duck (Anas platyrhyn-
chos) (Mayr et al., 1989a; Denjean et al., 1996), the quail (Co-
turnix coturnix) (Stock and Bunch, 1982; Mayr et al., 1989b;
Schmid et al., 1989; Suzuki et al., 1999c) and the turkey (Mele-
agris gallopavo) (Ryttman and Tegelström, 1981, 1983; Stock
and Bunch, 1982). All chromosomes have been classified by
decreasing size (Figs. 9–11). These ideograms will be used for
the cytogenetic localisation of genes and markers in poultry and
comparative mapping studies. Tentative correspondences be-
tween macrochromosomes for chicken and others species infer-
red from classical cytogenetic banding studies are reported in
Table 7. Heterologous hybridisations with painting probes of
chicken chromosomes or with BACs from the chicken cytogen-
etic map will improve the detection of rearrangments and help
to define breakpoint boundaries.

Comparative maps between chicken, mouse and human
(Prepared by D.W. Burt, J. Smith, N. Bumstead,
M.A.M. Groenen, R.P.M.A. Crooijmans, I. Nanda,
H.H. Cheng, S. Mizuno, A. Vignal and F. Pitel)

This report summarises the current status (August, 2000) of
the comparative maps for genes and anonymous loci that have
been mapped in chicken, mouse and human. Table 8 provides
a listing of loci that make up the comparative map based on
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Fig. 8. Standard ideograms for GTG-banded macrochromosomes of the
chicken (Ladjali-Mohammedi et al., 1999).

Fig. 9. Ideograms of GTG-banded macrochromosomes of the quail (Co-
turnix coturnix). (Stock and Bunch, 1982).

Fig. 10. Ideograms of GTG-banded macrochromosomes of the turkey
(Meleagris gallopavo). (Stock and Bunch, 1982).

Fig. 11. Ideograms of GTG-banded macrochromosomes of the duck
(Anas platyrhynchos). (Denjean et al., 1996).

genetic and physical mapping data for 342 orthologues (More
details can be found at http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/chickmap/).
The key criteria for orthology are based on the HUGO recom-
mendations (Andersson et al., 1997). Conserved segments in
the mouse and human gene maps are indicated by bold out-
lines. Map positions of loci are mostly based on information
available from the genome databases for the mouse (http:
//www.informatics.jax.org/), human (http://gdbwww.gdb.org/
gdb/; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genemap/; http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/omim/) and chicken (http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/
chickmap/). The location of chicken loci are shown relative to
the consensus genetic linkage map (Groenen et al., 2000) and
using the current microchromosome numbering system (Fillon
and Vignal, in this report). Chicken genes mapped by FISH
were integrated into the consensus genetic map using the inte-
grated genetic-physical maps of chicken macrochromosomes
(Smith et al., 2000a; and this report). The construction of the

comparative map used the principles described by Sankoff et
al. (1997). Due to experimental error in both genetic linkage
and FISH mapping the precise order of genes in the chicken
map was not always clear. In these cases we used the maps of
the human and mouse to predict the most likely order.

There have been a number of early reports suggesting exten-
sive conservation of synteny between chicken and mammalian
genomes for both chicken macrochromosomes and microchro-
mosomes (Burt et al., 1995a; Klein et al., 1996; Girard-Santo-
suosso et al., 1997 and Smith et al., 1997). This conclusion has
now been confirmed by many recent studies based on both
genetic linkage (Smith and Cheng, 1998; Burt and Cheng, 1998;
Kaiser et al., 1999 and Groenen et al., 1999) and physical map-
ping methods (Masabanda et al., 1998; Pitel et al., 1998; Saza-
nov et al., 1998, 2000; Nanda et al., 1999, 2000 and Suzuki et
al., 1999a, b, c).
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Table 8. Comparative map of chicken, mouse and human based on loci mapped by genetic linkage and physical mapping
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Table 8 (continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
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The comparative maps between chicken, mouse and human
were used to estimate the number of autosomal conserved seg-
ments between these species (Burt et al., 1999 and Waddington
et al., 2000a, 2000b). The number of autosomal conserved seg-
ments between chicken-human is 154, of which 100 (65%)
have been defined. In contrast, the number of autosomal con-
served segments between chicken-mouse is 312, of which 144
(46%) have been defined. Only small conserved segments
remain to be identified and will require larger numbers of genes
to be mapped to detect them with more than one marker (so far,
we have assumed that conserved segments marked by a single
homologue are real, this needs to be confirmed). Overall these
results at first were a surprise – and showed that the genomes of
chicken and human are more alike than that of mouse and
human (Burt et al., 1999). These results may be explained if the
genomes of chicken and human evolve (rearrange) at a slower
rate than that of the mouse. Why – is unknown, but possible
mechanisms have been proposed (Burt et al., 1999). The stabili-
ty of the avian genome has also been demonstrated from Zoo-
FISH studies showing conservation of synteny between chicken
and emu macrochromosomes (Shetty et al., 1999), species that
diverged over 80 million years ago. Recently, Zoo-FISH was
even possible with human chromosome 4-specific paint on
chicken chromosomes and showed that the human chromo-
some corresponds largely to chicken chromosome 4 (Chowdha-
ry and Raudsepp, 2000).

WWW sites:
http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/chickmap/table_contents.html
http://poultry.mph.msu.edu/resources/Resources.htm
http://www.zod.wau.nl/vf/research/chicken/frame_chicken.
html

Gene content and evolutionary conservation of avian sex
chromosomes
(Prepared by I. Nanda, T. Haaf, M. Schartl, R. Fries and
M. Schmid)

Birds possess a ZZ/ZW sex chromosome system in which
the female is the heterogametic sex. The average Z chromo-
some is a medium-sized macrochromosome, representing 7–
10% of the entire genome. The W of most modern birds is con-
siderably smaller than the Z and largely heterochromatic. In
primitive birds, the W chromosome resembles the Z in size and
morphology, and most likely also in gene content (Fridolfsson
et al., 1998; Ogawa et al.,1998). The absence of Z chromosome
dosage compensation in modern birds with highly differen-
tiated sex chromosomes implies a higher expression for Z-
linked genes in ZZ males than in ZW females (Baverstock et al.,

1982; Schmid et al., 1989). However, it is not clear whether this
dosage difference between the two sexes also plays a role in avi-
an sex determination. There are several lines of evidence for a
dominant (dosage-insensitive) ovary-determining factor on the
W chromosome, as well as for a dosage-sensitive testis-deter-
mining factor on the Z. More details on avian sex chromosomes
can be found in three recently published reviews (Piggozi,
1999; Ellegren, 2000; Nanda et al., 2000).

Sex-linked genes with housekeeping and possible
sex-specific functions
Despite the fact that the Gallus gallus (GGA) Z covers

almost 210 cM of the chicken genome (Levin et al., 1993), our
knowledge on its gene content is still rather limited. Classical
linkage studies led to the assignment of several loci, mainly
morphological traits, to the Z chromosome (Bitgood, 1993),
and probably of a single locus with possible sex-specific func-
tion, histoantigen H-W, to the W (Wachtel et al., 1975). Con-
certed mapping efforts in the past few years have significantly
improved chicken maps (Burt et al., 1999). In particular, the
laboratories of S. Mizuno (Japan), Y. Matsuda (Japan), M.
Schmid (Germany), D. Burt (UK), and H. Cheng (USA) map-
ped a number of type I (functional) loci to the chicken sex chro-
mosomes. Taken together, 28 genes were assigned to the GGA
Z (Fig. 12a) and four to the W (Fig. 12b). Five Z-linked genes
were genetically mapped through classical linkage analysis. All
other genes were localized on metaphase chromosomes by fluo-
rescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with cDNA or genomic
DNA probes. Most of the currently known sex-linked genes
have housekeeping functions. The few candidate genes which
may be involved, directly or indirectly, in sex determination
will be discussed in more detail in the section on DNA
sequences and gene functions of the Z and W chromosomes
(Mizuno, in this report). In addition to type I loci, several ano-
nymous DNA sequences, including repetitive DNAs and pseu-
dogenes, were mapped to both Z and W.

By comparing the location of Z-linked genes in chicken and
human genomes, 17 Z-linked genes were found to have ortho-
logs on the human (HSA) chromosome 9pter→q31, repre-
senting one of the largest and oldest regions of conserved chro-
mosome synteny among vertebrates. Additional smaller seg-
ments showing synteny with GGA Z were identified on HSA 5
and HSA 8 (Nanda et al., 2000). In this context, it is important
to emphasize that comparative gene mapping did not detect
any homology between the avian Z and mammalian X, which
makes it very unlikely that they have a common ancestral ori-
gin.

Information on chromosome homologies in the chicken,
which is a relatively poorly mapped species compared with
humans, can greatly facilitate the assignment of additional

Footnote to Table 8
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Fig. 12. (a) G-banded ideogram of the chicken
Z chromosome showing the cytogenetic locations
of 28 Z-linked genes. The five genes indicated by
stars were mapped by genetic linkage analysis. Z
linkage of RPS6 is based on quantitative Southern
hybridization. All other genes were FISH-mapped.
DMRT1 was earlier assigned to Zp21 (Nanda et
al., 1999), but recent mapping suggests that it is
positioned at Zp12→ p13. The map position of
individual genes may slightly differ when cytogen-
etic and genetic information are integrated (see
also contribution of Burt et al., in this report).
(b) G-banded ideogram of the chicken W chromo-
some with four W-linked genes. The chromosome
positions of CHD1 and ATP5A1 have not yet been
resolved. Considering the heterochromatic nature
of large W parts including the entire long arm,
both genes are positioned provisionally on the
short arm.

chicken genes to the same syntenic region (Burt et al., 1999).
For example, based on the identified chromosome homology
between GGA Z and HSA 9, we were able to isolate a candidate
testis-determining gene, DMRT1, from the short arm of the
chicken Z chromosome (Nanda et al., 1999; 2000). DMRT1 is
structurally and functionally related to male sexual regulatory
genes from different phyla, i.e. Drosophila melanogaster dou-
blesex and Caenorhabditis elegans mab-3 (Raymond et al.,
1998). The human ortholog is located within the critical region
for sex reversal in patients with monosomy 9p. Similar to the
situation in humans, where haploinsufficiency for a dosage-
sensitive gene in HSA 9p24.3 interferes with normal testis
development (Raymond et al., 1999b), two Z-linked DMRT1
dosages may be required for testis formation in male chickens,
whereas expression from a single Z chromosome in ZW females
leads to female sexual differentiation. Higher DMRT1 expres-
sion levels in the male than in the female genital ridges during
early stages of chicken embryogenesis as well as testis-specific
expression after onset of sexual differentiation provide further
strong evidence for a functional role of DMRT1 in avian sex
determination (Raymond et al., 1999a; Shan et al., 2000).

Recently another possible sexual regulatory gene, tentative-
ly called avian sex-specific W-linked factor (ASW), was de-
tected on the chicken W chromosome. Since ASW is expressed
exclusively in early female chicken embryos (O’Neill et al.,
2000), it could act as a dominant ovary-determining factor in
birds. Its nucleotide sequence is identical with W-linked PKCI ,
which has a homolog on the Z chromosome (Mizuno, in this
report).

Z-W homology and evolution of avian sex chromosomes
Based on similar Z chromosome sizes and Z linkage of a

common genetic trait, albinism, in different bird species, Ohno
(1967) proposed that the Z sex chromosome has been conserved
during avian evolution. Biochemical studies (Baverstock et al.,
1982) which consistently revealed higher levels of the Z-linked
aconitase gene product in male than in female birds from three
different orders first confirmed Ohno’s hypothesis on the con-
servation of Z-linked genes. Moreover, classical G-banding
(Christidis, 1990) and DNA replication banding (Schmid et al.,
1989) demonstrated extensive structural and functional homo-
logy between different avian Z chromosomes. During meiosis
both Z and W in carinate birds are paired to some extent, and at
least one recombination nodule is formed in the synapsed
region (Pigozzi, 1999), suggesting partial homology of an evolu-
tionarily conserved segment between Z and W.

At least three Z-linked genes, IREBP, ZOV3, and CHD1,
and one Z-linked DNA marker, EE0.6, were mapped to the Z
in widely different bird species, including the primitive Ratitae
(Saitoh et al., 1993; Ogawa et al., 1998; Ellegren et al., 2000). By
quantitative Southern hybridization, two genes, PKCI (HINT)
and SPIN, also showed Z linkage in several species (Hori et al.,
2000; Itoh et al., unpublished). Furthermore, as in chicken, the
IFN is found to be on the distal long arm tip of the duck Z
(Nanda et al., 1998). Comparative hybridization of Z-linked
chicken probes directly visualized four loci on the quail Z (Su-
zuki et al., 1999c). Similarly, a chicken cosmid was used to
localize the candidate testis-determining factor, DMRT1, to the
Z chromosomes of three galliform birds (Nanda et al., 2000).
Comparatively mapped genes are distributed along the entire
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length of the chicken Z. This makes it unlikely that only partic-
ular Z segments have been conserved during avian evolution.
In addition, a chicken Z-chromosome-specific DNA library
painted both the Z and the W chromosomes of the primitive
emu (Shetty et al., 1999). This argues in favor of the notion that
Z and W differentiated from an ancestral homologous chromo-
some pair and that despite highly variable morphology, the avi-
an Z has been conserved in its entirety. Comparative chromo-
some painting studies in a larger number of bird species are
underway.

Although the W chromosome is largely heterochromatic in
most modern birds, at least some W-linked sequences appear to
be evolutionarily conserved. Most importantly, ASW, up to
now the strongest candidate for an ovary-determining factor, is
present on the W chromosome of 17 tested avian species
(O’Neill et al., 2000). Two loci, CHD1 and EE0.6, which were
mapped to the W chromosome of many different birds, have
homologs on the Z (Itoh et al., 1997; Fridolfsson et al., 1998;
Ogawa et al., 1998). They are particularly useful to determine
the sex of carinate birds by restriction or PCR analysis. In addi-
tion, a turkey anonymous cDNA was located to both, Z and W
chromosomes in chicken, pheasant, and turkey (Dvořák et al.,
1992). Altogether, four different genes and a few other DNA
sequences are shared by Z and W (Fridolfsson et al., 1998;
Ellegren et al., 2000), reflecting the common evolutionary his-
tory of Z and W. Heterochromatinization and subsequent dele-
tions of “degenerated” W chromosome regions, and extensive
intrachromosomal rearrangements of the Z may have contrib-
uted to the evolution of highly differentiated sex chromosomes
in modern birds. Contrary to the high conservation of the sex
chromosomes within birds, it seems beyond any doubt that avi-
an and mammalian sex chromosomes evolved independently
from each other, and that they should harbor fundamentally
different sex-determining genes leading to different sex deter-
mining mechanisms.

DNA sequences and gene functions of the Z and W
chromosomes
(Prepared by S. Mizuno)

Hunt for a sex-related gene on the chicken W chromosome
The positive role of the W chromosome in the early differen-

tiation of the female was suggested strongly by the observation
that initial differentiation of the 3A+ZZW triploid chicken
embryo was similar to that of the normal female (Sheldon and
Thorne, 1995). It may thus be expected that some unknown
gene on the avian W chromosome exhibits a positive female-
determining function. We have been searching for such a gene
using two different approaches. The first approach is based on
the organization of the chicken W chromosome. About 65% of
DNA sequences in the W chromosome are XhoI-family and
EcoRI-family repetitive sequences, which occupy most of the
long arm and about half of the short arm (Mizuno and Macgre-
gor, 1998). These repetitive sequence-occupying regions form a
conspicuous W-heterochromatic body in the interphase nu-
cleus (Suka et al., 1993). The distal part of the W short arm
escapes from the formation of heterochromatin (Suka et al.,

1993) and is expected to contain a very short pseudoautosomal
paring region (PAR), because the tip of this region was shown to
pair with the tip of the non-heterochromatic short arm of the Z
chromosome in the lampbrush ZW bivalent at diplotene (Hori
et al., 1996; Mizuno and Macgregor, 1998), and a single recom-
bination nodule was observed in this region at pachytene (Rahn
and Solari, 1986). Except for the PAR, the distal non-hetero-
chromatic region of the W chromosome may contain non-repe-
titive sequences including active gene(s). We isolated a ge-
nomic clone located in this region from a W chromosome–spe-
cific genomic library (Ogawa et al., 1997), and starting with this
cloned region, contigs of cosmid and BAC genomic clones cov-
ering about 480 kb non-repetitive sequence region were select-
ed subsequently. By applying the exon-trapping procedure on
this entire region, an exon-like sequence, CPE15, was obtained.
cDNA clones obtained from the chicken ovary or testis library
using CPE15 as a probe showed extensive sequence similarity
to the mouse spindlin, which encodes a 30-kDa protein which is
abundant in the mouse oocyte and zygote and associates with
the spindle and undergoes cell-cycle-dependent phosphoryla-
tion (Oh et al., 1997). The chicken cDNA sequence also showed
a relatively high-level similarity to mouse Ssty, a multi-copy
gene on the long arm of the Y chromosome and expressed dur-
ing spermatogenesis (Burgoyne et al., 1992). The chicken spind-
lin genes are present on both W and Z chromosomes, and the
protein-encoding sequences of these genes are nearly identical.
However, by utilizing the sequence difference in the 3)-UTR,
we could demonstrate that both genes are actively transcribed
(Y. Itoh et al., manuscript in preparation).

The other approach we adopted was to search for a W-
linked cDNA clone in the subtracted (female minus male)
cDNA library, constructed from the mixed tissues of undiffer-
entiated gonads and mesonephroi of the 5-day (stages 26 to 28)
chicken embryos. The Wpkci gene, thus obtained, is a multico-
py gene located near the end of the distal non-heterochromatic
region of the W chromosome and encodes an altered form of
PKCI (protein kinase C interacting protein). The chicken PKCI
gene (a homologous gene for that of the mammalian PKCI;
Brzoska et al., 1996) was cloned and located close to the cen-
tromere on the long arm of the Z chromosome. The W-linkage
and the multicopy nature of Wpkci are conserved in every spe-
cies of birds tested except for the Ratitae species (emu and
ostrich). In the latter species, the probe for the third exon of
chicken Wpkci, which was 73% similar to that of PKCI,
detected a male, female common band in Southern blot hybrid-
ization but reiteration of the sequence in the female was not
detected, and thus, it was not possible to conclude if the Wpkci
gene was present in the female genome of these Ratitae species.
We propose a model that Wpkci interferes with the PKCI func-
tion by forming a heterodimer with it, which may lead to
female sex determination (Hori et al., 2000). We noticed on the
DNA database that the protein-encoding sequence of Wpkci
was identical to that of ASW (O’Neill et al., 2000).

Sex-related genes on the Z chromosome
Genes for spindlin (cSpin-Z) and PKCI (chPKCI) are lo-

cated close to the centromere on the long arm of the chicken Z
chromosome (Y. Itoh, manuscript in preparation; Hori et al.,
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2000). These two genes are located near the end of the distal,
non-heterochromatic region on the short arm of the W chromo-
some. It thus suggests that significant morphological changes
occurred during differentiation of the present day Z and W
chromosomes of the Carinatae birds (Ogawa et al., 1998). The
ZOV3 gene on the short arm of the Z chromosome encodes an
immunoglobulin-superfamily glycoprotein consisting of 327
amino acid residues (Saitoh et al., 1993), which is structurally
related to the mouse GP-70 and chicken HT7, all having two
Ig-like loops of the C2 type in the extracellular domain. Immu-
nocytological detection indicates that ZOV3 is present in the
plasma membrane of granulosa cells and of islets of estrogen-
producing cells in the theca externa layer of ovarian follicles,
implying that ZOV3 expression on the membrane may be
important for the intercellular contacts of cells producing estro-
gen or its precursor steroids (Kunita et al., 1997). The VLDLR
gene on the short arm of the chicken Z chromosome (Nanda et
al., 1999) encodes the 95-kDa VLDL (very low density lipopro-
tein) receptor on the plasma membrane of oocytes, which has
been shown to be responsible for the accumulation of the two
major yolk precursor proteins, VLDL and vitellogenin, by
endocytosis during the oocyte maturation (Barber et al., 1991).
The DMRT1 gene on the short arm of the chicken Z chromo-
some was implied to be involved in the differentiation of the
male gonads as suggested for mammals (Nanda et al., 1999). In
chickens, transcripts of the DMRT1 gene are detectable in the
genital ridge area of the stage-25 embryo in both male and
female. Levels of expression of the DMRT1 gene in embryos of
stages 28 to 31 are significantly higher in the male, probably
reflecting the two-times higher gene dosage in the male (Ray-
mond et al., 1999a). Recently, we found an approximately 460-
kb long region, designated MHM (male hypermethylated) re-
gion, which is located just adjacent to the DMRT1 gene on the
short arm of the Z chromosome. This region consists of tandem
repeats of a 2.2-kb unit. On the two Z chromosomes in the
male, the cytosines of CpG dinucleotides in this region are
highly methylated and transcriptionally inactive. On the other
hand, this region is much less methylated and actively tran-
scribed on the single Z chromosome in the female. The tran-
scripts are of high molecular weight and heterogeneous in size
and accumulate at the site of transcription, which is adjacent to
the DMRT1 locus in the nucleus. We speculate that the accu-
mulation of the heterogeneous transcripts may be one of several
factors to cause suppression of the DMRT1 gene in the female
(M. Teranishi et al., manuscript in preparation).

Overall, a gene on the W chromosome is likely to trigger the
cascade of gene expression toward the female determination
but functions of several genes on the Z chromosome are also
required for the process of differentiation and the maintenance
of functions in the female gonad.

Homeobox genes
(Prepared by K. Ladjali-Mohammedi)

Homeobox genes are involved in the genetic control of
development and are thought to organize the body plan. They
are present in the genomes of enteropneusts, tunicates, am-

Table 9. Chromosome location of HOX gene clusters in the human,
mouse, porcine and chicken genomes

phioxus, hagfish, lampreys and jawed vertebrates (reviewed by
Holland and Garcia-Fernàndez, 1996).

The first homeobox genes and also the best known, are the
homeotic selector genes of Drosophila melanogaster. These
genes are organized into two complexes, the Antennapedia
complex (ANT-C) and the Bithorax complex (BX-C) (McGin-
nis et al., 1984; Akam, 1989; Duboule and Dollé, 1989; Gra-
ham et al., 1989). In mammals, Hox genes are organized into
four complexes designated A, B, C and D, that each consist of
about 10 genes extending over 100 kb (reviewed by Ruddel et
al., 1987; Kessel and Gruss, 1990; McGinnis and Krumlauf,
1992). Genes have been assigned to 13 paralogous groups high-
ly related by sequence homology and position in the clusters. A
characteristic of these clusters is that the order of the genes
within the cluster generally parallels the position along the body
where the genes are expressed. In a given complex, the Hox
genes located at the 3) end have the most anterior expression
(Gaunt et al., 1988). The order of Hox genes within each cluster
is highly conserved throughout evolution suggesting that the
physical organization of Hox genes is essential for their expres-
sion and accounts for major biological functions (Cillo, 1995).

The four HOX clusters map to four different chromosomes
in mammals (reviewed in Duboule, 1994; Lahbib-Mansais et
al., 1996; Rabin et al., 1985; Apiou et al., 1996). The HoxA
cluster was assigned to mouse chr 6, human chr 7 and pig chr
18, HoxB to mouse chr 11, human chr 17 and pig chr 12, HoxC
to mouse chr 15, human chr 12 and pig 5 and HoxD to mouse
chr 2, human chr 2 and pig chr15 (Table 9). In chicken, the four
Hox gene clusters were assigned to four distinct macrochro-
mosomes (Ladjali-Mohammedi et al., in press) (Table 9). The
HoxA cluster mapped to chromosome 2p21, HoxB to 3q31,
HoxC to 1q31, and HoxD to 7q13→q14.

Genomic sequencing
(Prepared by N. Bumstead and J. Kaufman)

Although the sequence of the chicken ovalbumin gene was
among the first genomic sequences to be investigated (O’Hare
et al., 1979) so far relatively little genomic sequencing has been
carried out in chickens. Currently database entries total 1.5 Mb
of chicken genomic sequence from 200 entries, however this
includes only three substantial regions: the core region of the
major histocompatibilty complex (92 kb: Kaufman et al.,
1999), the class II cytokine receptor cluster (46 kb: Reboul et
al., 1999) and the ß-globin region (31 kb: Reitman et al.,
1993).
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Table 10. Chicken genomic sequences

In addition to these more extensive regions the genomic
sequences of a considerable number of individual genes have
also been investigated in detail, and these are listed in Table 10.
Comparison of genomic sequence for these genes has allowed
detailed comparison of their structure with that of their human
and mice orthologues. This has shown that numbers of introns
and the codon phase of intron/exon boundaries are very strong-
ly conserved between these species, even though the sizes of
introns or exons may be very dissimilar. For example, the com-
parison of human, murine and chicken gene carried out by

Kaiser and Mariani (1998) showed that chicken interleukin 2 is
comprised of four exons, with all three introns interrupting the
coding sequence between codons (frame 0) exactly as in its
human and murine orthologues. The three introns have con-
sensus splice donor/acceptor sequences but otherwise are wide-
ly diverged from the mammalian sequences as well as being
substantially smaller in size. Other examples of this preserva-
tion of intron and exon structure include NRAMP1 (Hu et al.,
1996), interleukin 8 (Kaiser et al., 1999), interferon Á (Kaiser et
al., 1998), prostaglandin G/H synthase (Xie et al., 1993), insu-
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lin-like growth factor (Darling et al., 1996), ‰-aminolevulinate
synthase (Yamamoto, 1992) and ß2-microglobulin (Riegert et
al., 1996). This conservation of exon structure and boundaries
can provide a useful tool for distinguishing between possible
mammalian orthologues of human genes (Kaiser and Mariani,
1998).

Although intron sizes are frequently smaller in chicken
genes than in their mammalian counterparts this is not always
the case, for example intron 1 of chicken interferon Á is 50%
bigger than that of its human equivalent (1,825 bp:1,238 bp)
though intron 3 in the same gene is smaller (641 bp:2,428 bp;
Kaiser et al., 1998), and although the total size of the 14 introns
of chicken NRAMP1 is smaller than in the human gene, indi-
vidual introns may be larger or smaller than their equivalents
(Hu et al., 1996). Similarly differences in 3) untranslated
regions vary from gene to gene and may be similar to those in
humans and mice as for interleukin 8 (Kaiser et al., 1999) or
differ between species as for interleukin 2 (Kaiser and Mariani,
1998). Differences in exon sizes for coding sequence and 5)
untranslated regions are in general small in comparison to the
variation in intron size.

A notable feature of many of the chicken genes is a very high
G+C content, particularly in the first exon, for example in ß2-
microglobulin (Riegert et al., 1996), protamine gene (Oliva and
Dixon, 1989), N-CAM (Colwell et al., 1992) and CTCF tran-
scription factor (Klenova et al., 1993), although this is not uni-
versal. It is not clear at present whether this high G+C content
relates to chromosomal position or to particular classes of genes
although Riegert et al. (1996) suggested that it is related to the
extent of sequence divergence from mammals.

Regulatory elements have been identified and characterised
for a number of chicken genes, and at least in some cases paral-
lel those of equivalent mammalian genes. For example, Lin et
al. (1996) identified NF-Îß, PEA1, PEA3 and C/EBP transcrip-
tion factor binding sites associated with chicken inducible nit-
ric oxide synthase as in the human gene; similarly Jakowlew et
al. (1992) and Burt et al. (1995b) showed that transcription
binding sites for TGF-ß3 are similar between the chicken and
human genes. Consensus TATA and CCAAT boxes are present
in some chicken genes, for example protein kainate (Eshhar et
al., 1992) but not all (EGF-receptor: Callaghan et al., 1993; c-
sno: Givol et al., 1995). Comparison of the genomic sequences
with cDNA sequence shows that, as in mammals, chicken genes
frequently show alternative splicing, for example c-src (Dorai et
al., 1991) drebrin (Kojima et al., 1993) or c-ets-1 (Crepieux et
al., 1993).

Chicken genomic sequence frequently contains CR1 repeti-
tive elements. These degenerate retroviral elements are found
widely in the chicken genome, with an estimated 30,000 copies
per genome (Burch et al., 1993). CR1 elements are often associ-
ated with genes, notably in the ß-globin region (Reitman et al.,
1993), and are typically orientated to point toward the ex-
pressed gene (Stumph et al., 1984). At present too little exten-
sive chicken genomic sequence is available to define the rela-
tionship between CR1 sequences and genes but it is possible
they play a role in regulation of expression (Chen, 1991).

So far information on intergenic spacing and local gene
order in chickens is confined to three regions of extensive

sequencing. The largest region to be sequenced so far has been
the core region of the chicken Major histocompatibility com-
plex (Mhc). Kaufman et al. (1999) sequenced a cosmid contig
spanning 92 kb of this region and have carried out detailed
comparison of its gene structure with that of mammals (Zoorob
et al., 1990; Kaufman et al.,1999; Jacob et al., 2000). The cen-
tral portion of this region contains 11 genes within roughly
44 kb, with intergenic distances as small as 30 nucleotides and
average intron sizes of 200 bp. The region contains a number
genes homologous to genes present in mammalian Mhc regions
(class I-· chain, class II-ß chain, ABCB2, ABCB3, BRD2 and
C4A), however gene order differs, and genes such as the LMP
genes and class II-ß chain are absent from the chicken region,
while additional B-G genes and C-type lectins are present. It is
unclear whether the striking differences seen between the
chicken and mammalian Mhc genomic organisation are due to
its immunological function, its location on a microchromo-
some near the nucleolar organiser region, or both.

In contrast to the Mhc region, gene order in the chicken class
II cytokine receptor region is identical to the equivalent human
region, with interferon ·/ß receptor genes 1 and 2 and the inter-
leukin 10 receptor 2 aligned in the same order and in the same
transcriptional orientation and with conserved intron/exon
structure and boundaries (Reboul et al., 1999). As in the Mhc
region, gene size and intergenic distances are much smaller
than in the equivalent human region, with the overall size being
approximately a third of its human equivalent. Although the
receptors in this cluster are immunologically active molecules it
seems less likely that interactions between these genes might
have led to increased linkage than in the case of the Mhc genes,
however the receptor complex is located on chromosome 1 (Ta-
ble 8), suggesting reduced intron sizes and intergenic distances
may not be peculiar to the smaller microchromosomes.

The chicken ß-globin cluster is also considerably smaller
than that of its human or murine counterparts, and is thought
to have evolved by gene duplication after divergence of birds
from mammals (Reitman et al., 1993). In contrast to the seven
murine ß-globin genes, the chicken complex contains only four
genes. However gene number varies among mammalian spe-
cies with the human ß-globin complex containing five genes
and a pseudogene and the rabbit only four genes. The region is
G+C rich and contains a very high representation of the CR1
repeat (16% of the sequence of the cluster). The chicken globin
cluster is located on chromosome 1, further indicating that
reduced gene sizes and intergenic distances are not restricted to
microchromosomes.

Although the extent of genomic sequencing in chickens is
limited it seems clear that in general intron structure and regu-
latory elements are well conserved between chicken genes and
their mammalian equivalents, even in portions of genes where
sequence homology is weak. In contrast the limited amount of
cluster sequencing suggests that although gene order and orien-
tation can be similar between chickens and mammals, this is
not necessarily the case, as in the Mhc region or the globin clus-
ter. It is interesting that so far little evidence of pseudogenes has
been found in chickens, suggesting these may be rare.

The rapid growth in large insert cloning in chickens and
reduced costs of genomic sequencing make it likely that much
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more genomic sequence will soon become available for the
chicken, making it possible to address the relative frequency of
pseudogenes, CR1 elements and G+C rich regions, and to
compare gene size and density in different chromosome re-
gions.

Towards a whole genome radiation hybrid panel in
chicken
(Prepared by M. Morisson and A. Vignal)

Whole genome radiation hybrid (WGRH) panels provide a
complementary approach to the different genome mapping
techniques currently used in chicken. The resolution that can
be achieved is higher than recombinant mapping, enabling the
ordering of markers otherwise clustered on the genetic map.
Data thus obtained can be of great help for building the more
detailed maps based on large-insert clone contigs. Another
major advantage of radiation hybrid mapping, is the ability to
use any STS-type marker, without the need to identify poly-
morphisms as required for the genetic map or the need to iso-
late large-insert clones as required for FISH mapping. The
mapping of genes is thus far simpler, an important point to be
taken into consideration with the arrival of a large amount of
EST data. WGRH panels are now available for genome map-
ping in many species including human (Gyapay et al., 1996;
Stewart et al., 1997), mouse (McCarthy et al., 1997), rat (Wata-
nabe et al., 1999), dog (Vignaux et al., 1999), cat (Murphy et al.,
1999), cow (Womack et al., 1997) and pig (Yerle et al., 1998).
The potential resolution of the panel is tailored by the radiation
dose and panels of different resolutions can be created depend-
ing on the needs: high-resolution transcript maps of a whole
genome, contig construction or regional fine mapping of candi-
date regions for QTL.

Recently, zebrafish WGRH panels and RH maps were pub-
lished (Kwok et al., 1998; Geisler et al., 1999; Hukriede et al.,
1999), demonstrating that RH technology can be used for non-
mammalian vertebrates. In 1998, Kwok et al. published the
first collection of 48 chicken radiation hybrids. However, these
clones were unstable and not suitable for a WGRH panel.

As a first step towards a complete panel, 265 chicken whole
genome radiation hybrids were produced by fusing irradiated
female embryonic diploid fibroblasts to a deficient HPRT
hamster cell line (Wg3hcl2) (Echard et al., 1984). The hybrids
were selected in HAT media. A radiation dose of 6,000 rads
was chosen as a compromise between resolution power and
linkage power to build a first chicken RH map.

After several tests, the ratio of one irradiated chicken fibro-
blast for one hamster recipient cell was used and one clone was
recovered for 720,000 donor cells, corresponding to a fusion
efficiency of approximately 1.4 × 10–6 clones per chicken fibro-
blast. This low fusion efficiency was expected given the evolu-
tionary distance of the two species and results obtained by oth-
ers (Kwok et al., 1998; Bumstead, personal communication).

The first 176 hybrids were screened for the presence of
chicken DNA by using a set of 46 microsatellite markers chosen
across the genome from the genetic map. All markers were
genotyped in duplicate and scored as positive or negative for

Fig. 13. The retention frequency of 46 markers was tested on a panel of
176 hybrids. As a general trend, a higher retention frequency can be observed
for microchromosome markers than for macrochromosome markers.

chicken PCR product. Clones that were discordant between the
two genotypings were not used in the data analysis.

The average retention rate of the 176 hybrids at this prelimi-
nary stage was 12.7%. The retention frequency for each marker
across the genome is shown in Fig. 13. The overall retention
rate for markers located on microchromosomes is higher
(14.4%) than that found on macrochromosomes (10.6%).
These results are in accordance with those of Kwok et al.
(1998), whose retention frequencies were 17.8% for microchro-
mosomes and 10.6% for macrochromosomes.

It has been observed that smaller chromosomes are general-
ly retained at a higher rate, this trend being clear in the human
WGRH panel (Gyapay et al., 1996). In the chicken, where the
difference in size between the macrochromosomes and the
microchromosomes is exacerbated, this trend is more evident.
One possible explanation is that in a microchromosome, mark-
ers are always close to a centromere, a region in which retention
frequencies have been shown to be high (James et al., 1994).

No higher retention frequency can be observed on the chro-
mosome 4 bearing the HPRT gene (Fukagawa et al., 1999),
since no marker closely flanking this gene was used in the study.
The two haploid markers located on the chromosome Z showed
retention frequencies lower than the others, due to the use of
female chicken donor cells.

For both practical and economical reasons, reducing the
number of hybrid DNA samples in a panel to the number that
can be easily handled in a microplate is highly desirable. Theo-
retical data has been reported on the consequences of hybrid
selection on the mapping power of RH panels (Barrett, 1992;
Jones, 1996; Lunetta et al., 1995). A retention frequency over
20% for the hybrids is a minimum requisite for optimal effi-
ciency. Therefore, a subset of 44 hybrids was selected to consti-
tute a part of the final mapping panel. The average retention
frequency of these hybrids is 22.9% for the whole genome,
21.9% for the microchromosomes and 24.2% for the macro-
chromosomes

In this study, only one hybrid out of four was considered as
having a suitable retention frequency for the final mapping
panel. We expect that 20 more hybrids will be selected among
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Table 11. Summary of chicken cDNA librar-
ies and EST collections

the 89 we haven’t characterised yet. This would give us a panel
of 65 usable hybrids. Therefore, more fusion experiments will
be needed to build a panel of 90 hybrids. Also the efficiency of
the panel will be tested by genotyping markers closely linked on
the genetic map.

Once finalised and produced on a large scale, the chicken
WGRH will be a powerful tool for the production of high densi-
ty maps, an intermediate step between the available genetic and
cytogenetic maps and local or whole genome contig maps. The
possibility to integrate large numbers of ESTs in the radiation
hybrid map will enhance the precision of comparative mapping
and will extend the number of positional candidates in QTL
mapping approaches.

Chicken EST resources
(Prepared by D.W. Burt, N. Bumstead, J-M. Buerstedde
and J. Burnside)

There has been rapid progress in the construction of a con-
sensus genetic linkage map of the chicken (Groenen et al., 2000;
and this report) with almost 2000 mapped loci. The map con-
tains over 200 genes for which the map location of the human
orthologue is known. This limited information on gene homol-
ogies has been used to demonstrate a high degree of conserva-
tion of synteny between the chicken and human genomes (Burt
et al., 1999; and this report). To answer questions about the
conservation of gene order and to provide a more accurate pre-
dictive tool, there is a need to identify and map many more
chicken genes.

Partial sequencing of cDNA clones to develop expressed
sequence tags (ESTs) is a rapid, simple and efficient approach,
now widely used in many farm animal genome projects, to
create gene catalogues representing the gene content of any par-
ticular genome (Hatey et al., 1998). Only a few studies have
described the isolation and mapping of chicken ESTs. Li et al.
(1998) described the isolation of liver ESTs and showed they
could detect a significant level of DNA polymorphisms, based
on RFLP analysis. Smith et al. (2000) isolated ESTs from a tur-
key pituitary cDNA library and detected SNP variation in five
avian species, including chicken and turkey. ESTs have also
been used as a source of genetic markers. Spike et al. (1996) and
Bumstead et al. (1994, 1995) described ESTs isolated from T
and spleen cells, respectively. RFLP polymorphisms were map-
ped in either the East Lansing or Compton reference mapping

populations. Other mapping approaches have been used, in-
cluding screening of brain and embryonic cDNA libraries with
microsatellite probes (Ruyter-Spira et al., 1996, 1998a).

Currently there are several chicken EST projects at Univer-
sity of Delaware (Tirunagaru et al., 2000), University of Ham-
burg (Abdrakhamanov et al., in preparation), Institute of Ani-
mal Health and Roslin Institute (EC ChickMap project) and
a combined database has been established at Roslin (http:
//www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/) with 21,713 (September, 2000) chicken
EST sequences. In most cases, random clones have been
sequenced and consequently, some ESTs represent abundantly
expressed genes or sequences (mitochondrial gene cluster,
translation factors, etc). At Roslin, cDNA libraries are now rou-
tinely pre-screened with probes for abundant sequences to
reduce this redundancy (10% of ESTs isolated from a 5-day-old
embryo cDNA library were mitochondrial DNA and other
genes represented less than 1% of total, e.g. rRNA, transthyre-
tin 1, nuclear antigen 1, splicing factor, alpha tubulin and hae-
moglobin). Searches of sequences homology between the chick-
en ESTs and other genomes, currently has a significant hit rate
of about two-thirds and may represent over 12,000 unique
genes (Table 11). These results suggest that the cDNA libraries
used so far are heterogenous and a rich source of ESTs. These
estimates are based on preliminary examination of the EST
dataset and require a more thorough analysis. Chicken ESTs
can be analysed as part of the EST web sites (see below) either
by sequence homology (BLAST) or by looking for keywords in
annotations of the ESTs. All sequences will be/are submitted to
the EMBL/GenBank nucleotide sequence databases and cDNA
clones are available from all sites (see below). Together with
information on the pattern of expression of ESTs (e.g. from
microarray experiments), data on EST sequence homologies,
map location and genetic variation will provide useful informa-
tion for candidate gene and trait-association studies. Our goal
will be to develop a complete gene catalogue for the chicken
genome to make this a realistic strategy.

Chicken EST WWW sites:
http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/cgi-bin/est-blast/blast.pl/
http://genetics.hpi.uni-hamburg.de/dt40.html/
http://www/rzpd.de/
http://www.chickest.udel.edu/
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Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the chicken genome
(Prepared by S. A’Hara and D.W. Burt)

Bi-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), single
base changes in a DNA sequence, are the most common class of
genetic polymorphism and are currently being presented as the
DNA marker of choice for many branches of biology. The
intense level of interest shown by researchers is fueled by the
perceived two-fold benefits of SNP markers, viz; their high
abundance (1 SNP per 300–500 bases in humans, Nielsen,
2000) – enabling markers to be readily identified and placed in,
or near, genes or regions of particular interest, and the bi-allelic
(digital “yes/no”) nature of SNPs – allowing greater ease of
analysis than the majority of existing analogous marker systems
(whilst an SNP can theoretically be tri- or tetra-allelic, the very
low mutation rate of SNPs means that in practise the over-
whelming majority of SNP loci are simply bi-allelic).

Ultimately, the utility of SNPs in poultry for genetic map
development and trait improvement relies on the “holy trinity”
of factors required for a useful genetic marker: ease of discove-
ry, frequency of occurrence and the ease of genotyping.

Direct sequencing of PCR amplified DNA is perhaps the
quickest and easiest avenue to SNP discovery. Sequence traces
can be examined manually for polymorphisms or with the aid
of programs designed to automate base calling (e.g. the Phred,
Phrap, Consed and PolyPhred suite of programs; Nickerson et
al., 1997). As submissions to poultry EST databases increase, it
may also be possible to identify SNPs in silico by aligning mul-
tiple accessions of the same sequence. Notably however, there
are problems associated with this practice (see Kwok and Gu,
1999). Pooled DNA samples can also be PCR amplified and
sequenced to enable allele frequencies to be assessed, thereby
facilitating population-based studies.

A direct sequencing approach of PCR amplified DNA has
been applied to the Roslin broiler/layer cross and has enabled
identification of 139 SNPs in the 31,000 bases analysed, gener-
ating a frequency of approximately one SNP per 225 bp. (Ta-
ble 12). This frequency corresponds closely with the work of
Smith et al. (2000), who recorded 19 SNPs in a survey of some
5,000 bp of chicken sequence amplified using PCR primers ini-
tially generated from turkey ESTs (1 SNP per 260 bases). Both
studies found the most frequent polymorphism was a C/T tran-
sition, and this C/T polymorphism bias is consistent with the
situation in the human genome (Cooper et al., 1985).

This high frequency of SNPs is in contrast to the relatively
low frequency of microsatellites in the avian genome (Primmer
et al., 1997). Therefore, whilst there is a requirement for a
greater number of bi-allelic SNPs markers to be scored to gener-
ate the same level of information as multi-allelic microsatellites
(Krugylak, 1997), their availability and ease of typing makes
them a viable alternative.

With a multitude of new SNP assay systems, such as the
DASH (Hybaid), Invader (Third Wave, AgBio) and micro-
sphere-based methods (Chen et al., 2000), becoming readily
available and cost effective, SNP markers will become an inte-
gral part of poultry mapping projects in the near future.

Specialised regions of the chicken genome: telomeres
(Prepared by P.A. Thomson and T. Burke)

Chicken telomeres have been shown, by in situ hybridisa-
tion, to terminate in the conserved vertebrate repeat,
(TTAGGG)n on metaphase chromosomes (Meyne et al., 1989),
and with greater resolution on the expanded, lampbrush, chro-
mosomes found in the diplotene stage of growing oocytes (So-
lovei et al., 1994). The sequence and location of these repeats
have been confirmed by the detection on Southern blots of
Bal31-exonuclease sensitive heterogeneous fragments of
(TTAGGG)n of 8–20 kb (Muyldermans et al., 1994; Venkate-
san and Price, 1998). Interstitial sites containing telomere
repeats have been identified on several of the macrochromos-
omes and the microchromosomes have been shown to vary in
their pattern of hybridisation (Nanda and Schmid, 1994).

Chicken telomeres have been studied in attempts both to
investigate the nucleosomal organisation of higher eukaryotic
telomeres and to isolate telomere-binding proteins. As a result,
chicken telomeres are known to be arranged in nucleosomes
that differ from those found in the bulk of the chromatin only
by their preferential binding of histone H1 (Muyldermans et
al., 1994). However, the identification of a protein that specifi-
cally binds single-stranded DNA with G-G base-pairing capa-
bilities suggests that the extreme ends of chicken telomeres may
terminate in a tertiary structure bound by a specific protein
(Gualberto et al., 1992, 1995). Recent investigations into the
expression of telomerase in chicken cells suggest that this ribo-
nucleoprotein, important in the maintenance of telomere
length, is constituitively expressed in somatic cells (Venkatesan
and Price, 1998).

Genetic maps are expected to contain gaps corresponding to
regions of high recombination or to small microchromosomes,
some of which may contain little non-heterochromatic DNA.
Two approaches can be used to integrate telomeres into the
chicken genetic maps. The first method may be thought of as an
end-in approach, achieved by the identification of BAC clones
containing telomeric repeats, followed by their genetic and
physical mapping. This approach has resulted in the identifica-
tion of terminal markers in seven linkage groups, and markers
for five linkage groups in which only one marker was in a more
distal position (Thomson et al., in preparation). Only two char-
acterised markers were unlinked to other markers within the
current map, suggesting that the coverage at the ends of chicken
chromosomes is reasonably complete, despite a reduction in
the numbers of microsatellites in these regions (Primmer et al.,
1997). The recently compiled genetic consensus map suggests
that about 1.6% of mapped markers (excluding AFLPs) are as
yet unlinked and that some microchromosomes have no associ-
ated linkage markers (Groenen et al., 2000).

The second approach is to add terminal markers from each
linkage group to the physical map. This would result in both the
localisation of these groups to chromosomes and the possible
identification of small linkage groups that form the telomeric
regions of chromosomes, but are apparently unlinked either
due to a high recombination rate (Rodionov et al., 1992c) or a
scarcity of markers. Caution must be taken, however, in assum-
ing that terminal markers on linkage groups equate to physi-
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Table 12. SNPs identified in the Roslin broiler/layer cross by direct sequencing of PCR products.
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Fig. 14. Avian telomere terminal restriction
fragment (TRF) profiles illustrating the different
size classes of telomere sequence arrays. Equiva-
lent amounts of DNA were digested with HaeIII
and fragments were separated by CHEF-PFGE,
Southern blotted and hybridized with a telomere
probe, (5-TTAGGG-3))7. Profiles shown are from
two chickens (lanes A and B), an American bald
eagle (lane C), and a Northern goshawk (lane D).
The chicken profiles exhibit the three size catego-
ries of telomere arrays, similar to that of many
avian species (Delany et al., 2000). Whereas, the
eagle and goshawk do not exhibit the Class III
arrays, the karyotypes of these species are notable
for their reduced number of microchromosomes.

cally terminal markers in the genome. Terminal linkage mark-
ers are only positioned relative to mapping data on one side,
and therefore the ascribed terminal regions of linkage groups
have a tendency to accumulate “problem” loci. This, combined
with the low resolution of physical mapping on metaphase
chromosomes, means that we cannot identify the most distal
marker conclusively. This again underlines the need for further
specific targeting of the telomeric regions in the production of
markers, rather than the reliance on the identification of mark-
ers through standard mapping techniques.

Avian telomere biology
(Prepared by M.E. Delany)

The experiments of Muller (1938) and McClintock (1941),
in Drosophila and maize, respectively, established that the
cytogenetic function of the telomere is to maintain normal
chromosome architecture. The molecular organization of the
telomere was established 40 years later, wherein the sequence
of the telomere was discovered in Tetrahymena (Blackburn and
Gall, 1978) and the role of the specialized enzyme telomerase
in maintaining telomeres was established (Greider and Black-
burn, 1985). The relationship between down-regulation of
telomerase, telomere erosion and genome stability to prolifera-
tion and senescence profiles of cells in vitro rapidly became a
focal point for research on in vivo aging and oncogenesis in
human and other model systems (Harley, 1995).

Cytogenetic localization of telomere arrays by FISH pro-
vided evidence that the ends of avian chromosomes, similar to
other organisms, possess the highly conserved telomere repeat
sequence, 5)-TTAGGG-3) (Meyne et al., 1989). Nanda and
Schmid (1994) localized the telomere repeat to not only the
ends of chicken chromosomes, but also to interstitial regions of
several macrochromosomes (e.g. 1q) and centromere locations.
Further, three types of telomere sequence hybridization pat-
terns were identified on the microchromosomes: (a) terminal

plus centromere, (b) terminal only, and (c) complete chromo-
some coverage.

Avian models
Some bird species (e.g. birds-of-prey) possess a variant

karyotype with far fewer microchromosomes as compared to
the prototypical arrangement of 30 pairs of microchromosomes
and 10 pairs of macrochromosomes (DeBoer, 1976; Bloom et
al., 1993). In addition, birds exhibit a remarkable diversity of
natural life spans having maximum longevity expectations that
range from 5 to 80 yr, depending on the species (Holmes and
Austad, 1995a). And finally, it is notable that avian (chicken)
cells in vitro share in common with human cells the characteris-
tic of resistance to immortalization (Lima and Macieira-Coel-
ho, 1972). Combined, these features are useful and key for
establishing the conservation of various aspects of telomere
biology within and among avian species and in comparison to
other higher vertebrates.

Recently, my laboratory initiated studies to investigate the
molecular organization of the telomere arrays of the chicken
genome, as well as other poultry and non-poultry species (Dela-
ny et al., 2000). The overall objective of this research is to
understand telomere biology in the context of avian chromo-
some evolution and genome organization, and establish the role
that telomere stability plays in avian cell senescence in vitro
and in vivo.

Telomere array quantity and organization
Although the avian genome is only one-third of the size of

the human genome, the total amount of telomere sequence was
found to be 5 to 10 times more abundant (e.g., 4% of the chick-
en genome consists of telomere sequence). Three distinct cate-
gories of telomere arrays were identified, designated Class I, II,
and III (see Fig. 14, lanes A and B). These classes of arrays vary
for molecular weight, fragment pattern (discrete versus over-
lapping) as identified by telomere terminal restriction fragment
(TRF) analysis, chromosomal location (terminal versus inter-
stitial) and shortening-profile.

Class I arrays are in the size range of 0.5 to 10 kb, exhibit
discrete and genotype-specific banding patterns, are intersti-
tially located, and show no evidence of telomere shortening.
The Class II arrays are in the size range of 10 to 40 kb, resolve
as an overlapping smear of TRFs, show evidence for terminal
location based on digestion by Bal31, and exhibit shortening in
somatic tissues. The third category of telomere arrays, Class III,
is hundreds of kilobases in size and in some birds, e.g. poultry,
arrays of 1 to 2 Mb were found. These results confirm initial
reports of telomere array size in the chicken (Lejnene et al.,
1995, Bloom et al., 1993), but conflict with a more recent report
(Venkatasen and Price, 1998) which concluded such extreme-
size arrays were the outcome of undigested interstitial arrays.
Although ultra-long arrays as large as 150 kb have been
described for the laboratory mouse (Kipling and Cooke, 1990),
the mega-arrays found in chicken and other avian genomes
represent the largest telomere arrays described for any organ-
ism to date.
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Telomere arrays shorten and telomerase activity is down
regulated in somatic tissues of adult chickens
The average size of the Class II telomeres shortens by 3 to

5 kb in a wide-variety of somatic tissues as compared to (1) the
germ lineage tissues of adults spanning 2 to 5 yr of age (intra-
individual comparisons) and (2) corresponding tissues from
E10 embryos (inter-age comparisons) (Delany et al., 2000; Tay-
lor and Delany, 2000). Correspondingly, telomerase activity in
vivo down-regulates in a tissue-specific manner in somatic tis-
sues during embryonic development (e.g., brain, heart, muscle,
liver) or postnatally (e.g., pancreas, lung, kidney). Constitutive-
ly high levels of somatic telomerase activity were observed only
in tissues with high rates of proliferation and resident stem cell
populations, such as intestine, spleen and gonad (Taylor and
Delany, 2000). Similarly, chicken embryo fibroblasts were
observed to down-regulate telomerase activity in vitro and
exhibited telomere shortening in arrays of similar size to the
Class II arrays (Venkatasen and Price, 1998). Thus, Class II
telomere shortening and down-regulation of telomerase activi-
ty in chicken somatic tissues more closely resembles the profiles
seen in human somatic cells than that of murine wherein con-
stitutive telomerase activity is found in many postnatal somatic
tissues and telomere erosion is immaterial under normal cir-
cumstances.

It has not been possible to definitively establish either the
presence or absence of shortening within the megabase-size
arrays in somatic tissues. Largely, this is because of the inability
to resolve, with any degree of certainty, changes on the order of
several thousand bases in the context of arrays that are
hundreds or millions of kilobases. For example, shortening of
3 kb (as detected in Class II arrays) requires reproducible reso-
lution and accurate quantitation of the difference between 800
and 757 kb molecular weight species; this level of discretion is
not attainable by pulse-field gel electrophoresis, the method
used to separate high molecular weight DNA.

Consideration for the function of megabase telomere arrays
In a survey of 18 bird species the preponderance of avian

genomes exhibited each of the three size classes of telomere
arrays (Delany et al., 2000). The exceptions were two bird-of-
prey species, the American bald eagle and Northern goshawk,
whose telomere profiles did not include the Class III megabase-
sized arrays (Fig. 14, lanes C and D). Notably, these raptor spe-
cies possess a karyotype with a very low number of microchro-
mosomes, 4 pairs rather than 30. A hypothesis currently under
study is that the Class III arrays map to the microchromosomes
functioning to protect these very small genetic elements from
any potentially negative effects of telomere erosion over the
long-lived natural life span of many birds (Holmes and Austad,
1995a).

Many interesting questions remain. How does the abun-
dance of the tandemly repeated telomere sequence fit with the
emerging model suggesting reduced levels of repetitive DNA
and increased gene density on the microchromosomes? Are
there microchromosomes consisting predominately of telomere
sequence? Are the interstitial telomere arrays of the macrochro-
mosomes reflective of microchromosome fusions? How did the
diversity of avian genomes evolve? Continued studies of the

interstitial and terminal telomere arrays should provide new
and relevant information to the development of a cohesive
model of the avian genome.

Aging and lifespan in birds
(Prepared by H. Hoehn)

Despite metabolic rates 2- to 2.5-fold higher than mammals
of similar size, 2–4 times higher blood sugar levels, and 3–4°C
higher body temperatures, most avian species are longer-lived
than their mammalian counterparts of equal body size (Calder,
1990). While it was previously held that birds in nature vanish
due to predation, accidents, and other exogenous factors unre-
lated to aging, more recent studies show evidence for aging (in-
creases in mortality rates over the life span) in a considerable
proportion of avian species (Holmes and Austad, 1995a; Finch
and Pike, 1996). In domestic fowl, a variety of aging effects are
well documented (e.g. Ledur et al., 2000). Both wild and cap-
tive birds live 1.7–3 times longer than corresponding mammals
(Holmes and Austad, 1995a, b), even though the lifetime ener-
gy expenditures of avian species exceed those of mammals by
1.9–3.7 fold (Jurgens and Prothero, 1991). The average genome
size of birds is only 1/3 that of mammals such that a more com-
pact genome could account for greater lifespans. However
amongst the birds themselves, genome size and relative longev-
ity appear to be positively correlated (Monaghan and Metcalf,
2000).

Comparative studies between bats and similar sized non-
flying mammals have clearly shown that the ability to fly by
itself promotes longevity (Austad and Fischer, 1991). In addi-
tion, the rate of free radical production (and thereby oxidative
damage) appears to be substantially lower in birds than in com-
parable mammals. For example, as a marker of oxidative
DNA-lesions, 8-oxodG levels were lower in brain mtDNA of
pigeons than of rats, in brain nuclear DNA of canaries than of
mice, and in heart nuclear DNA of parakeets compared to mice
(Herrero and Barja, 1999). Most importantly, the tissues of
birds may be better protected against free radical mediated lip-
id peroxidation due to their low degree of fatty acid unsatura-
tion, which may be a general characteristic of long-lived
homeothermic vertebrates (Pamplona et al., 1999). Paradoxi-
cally, the levels of tissue antioxidants, with the possible excep-
tion of selenium (Goede, 1993), were found to be negatively
correlated with the maximum lifespan potential in most verte-
brate species. The substantially lower generation of reactive
oxygen species is therefore thought to be the major factor
accounting for the disproportionate longevity of birds (Ku and
Sohal, 1993; Perez-Campo et al., 1998). The overall lower gen-
eration of reactive oxidant species could also explain why high-
er blood sugar levels and higher body temperatures are less
detrimental in birds (Iqbal et al., 1999), since there should be
less opportunity for harmful synergism between free radicals
and advanced glycosylated (Maillard) end products that may be
instrumental in age-related tissue degeneration (Kristal and
Yu, 1992; Martin et al., 1996).

As in many other species including our own (Westendorp
and Kirkwood, 1998), delayed reproduction seems to be an
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Fig. 15. 51 Chicken populations sampled in the AVIANDIV project.

additional factor that promotes longevity in birds, as predicted
by a leading theory of aging (Lithgow and Kirkwood, 1996). For
example, the maximum lifespan of passerine birds and chick-
ens (including most galliform species) rarely exceeds 10–15
years, and these species start reproduction early. On the other
hand, condors, ravens, sea gulls, parakeets, scarlet macaws, and
other non-passerine species can reach maximum lifespans
beyond 70 years (e.g. Klimkiewicz and Futcher, 1989). These
species start reproduction late (albatrosses as late as 10 years of
age) and have smaller clutch sizes, supporting the idea that less
investment in reproduction may benefit somatic maintenance.

Altogether, the puzzle of apparently slower aging and dis-
proportionate longevities of avian species is far from being
solved and remains a challenge to biogerontology. The poten-
tial of “birds as animal models for the comparative biology of
aging” (Holmes and Austad, 1995b) undoubtedly deserves fur-
ther exploration.

Assessment of biodiversity in chickens
(Prepared by S. Weigend, M. Tixier-Boichard, J. Hillel,
A. Vignal, M.A.M. Groenen, K. Wimmers, T. Burke, and
A. Mäki-Tanila)

Chicken genetic resources comprise a great variety of breeds
and populations ranging from Red Jungle Fowl, the assumed
progenitor of all domestic breeds, to highly selected commer-
cial and specialized lines, including native and local chicken

breeds. Genetic diversity can be described at several levels,
from phenotypic observations to molecular data. In an EC
funded project (AVIANDIV) eight laboratories have collabo-
rated to assess the genetic variation among and within popula-
tions sampled from a wide range of chicken breeds (Fig. 15).
Populations were classified a priori into five “types”, according
to selection history and selection pressure. “Type 1” included
two populations of Red Jungle Fowl, which originated from
birds caught recently (1997) in several regions of Thailand.
“Type 2” included five populations that have not been selected
for any particular trait and that exhibited considerable mor-
phological variation. Their geographical origin was the Middle-
East, and eastern and northern Europe. “Type 3” included 23
standardised breeds that have experienced selection on mor-
phological traits. Their geographical origin was the Mediterra-
nean region, eastern-central and north-western Europe. “Type
4” included 20 lines selected on a quantitative trait or an eco-
nomic index, with six experimental lines, two white-egg layers,
five brown-egg layers, four broiler dam lines, and three broiler
sire lines. “Type 5” included one highly inbred line, composed
of four sub-lines. Principal component analysis indicated that
the most meaningful descriptors were “type”, year of creation,
overall frequency of phenotypic mutants, geographic location,
founder population and current size (Tixier-Boichard et al.,
unpublished). To date, DNA pools from 43 populations have
been typed at 21 microsatellite loci (Table 13). Using an auto-
mated sequencer (Perkin Elmer, Applied Biosystems Division)
the allele frequencies were calculated based on peak areas for all
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alleles of each of the loci. The mean expected heterozygosity
across all genotyped loci was 47%. This estimate is lower than
the estimates of heterozygosity reported for broilers (53% –
pooled blood), but higher than for layers (27%) (Crooijmans et
al., 1996). Across breeds, locus MCW0098 displayed the lowest
mean heterozygosity (26%), whilst MCW0034 showed the
highest (66%). The number of alleles per locus across breeds
ranged between 3 and 23 with a mean of 9.62. The mean num-
ber of alleles per locus per breed was 3.67 (range 1.7–6.2). The
wide range of diversity in the sampled breeds and the high level
of microsatellite polymorphism is reflected by the fact that the
least polymorphic locus, MCW0098 was polymorphic in 64%
of the breeds, while 8 of the 21 markers were polymorphic in all
43 breeds (Hillel et al., unpublished). To evaluate the potential
utility of point mutations (SNPs) as a new class of marker for
assessing biodiversity in chickens, random sequences were
selected for direct sequencing of PCR products from 100 indi-
viduals originating from the 10 most diverse populations col-
lected. The sequencing results available to date revealed, on
average, a frequency of 1.69 SNPs per 100 bp sequenced (Ta-
ble 14). However, between fragments there were considerable
differences ranging from no SNP (fragment 28A) or as low as
0.15 SNP per 100 bp (fragment 32P) up to 3.69 SNPs per 100
bp (P18). Furthermore, it appears that at least some of the
SNPs are clustered within the fragment.

Data collected during the lifetime of the project are accessi-
ble via the Poultry Biodiversity Database (http://w3.tzv.fal.de/
aviandiv/index.html). A DNA bank for the sampled chicken
populations has been established at INRA in Jouy-en-Josas,
France.

Chicken genome databases
(Prepared by A. Law)

In order to keep abreast of the rapid pace of genome map-
ping in any species, it is vital to have flexible and simple access
to the data underlying that work. In chicken, this need is largely
addressed using tools developed by the Roslin Institute bioin-
formatics group (http://www.roslin.ac.uk/bioinformatics).

Details of all published work on chicken genome mapping
are stored in the chicken version of the ARKdb database (http:
//www.roslin.ac.uk/arkdb/about_ARK.html). This database
system is built on top of an industrial-strength relational data-
base management system (RDBMS), INGRES and was de-
signed from the ground up to handle the varied types of data
associated with genome mapping in farm animals. It stores
details of markers, PCR primers, 2-point linkage data, full link-
age maps as well as cytogenetic maps that tie linkage groups to
specific chromosomes and links to relevant entries in sequence
and literature databases. Brief abstracts are recorded from each
paper and the experimental conditions underpinning each pub-
lication are entered. This data is actively curated by editors.
The entire ARKdb system is publicly accessible via a web inter-
face. Of particular note is the map viewer, Anubis (http:
//www.roslin.ac.uk/anubis; Mungall, 1996). The Anubis map
viewer was the first genome browser to be implemented as a
fully interactive graphical user interface. Map displays are built

Table 13. Variation at 21 microsatellite loci typed in DNA pools of 43
diverse chicken populations

Table 14. Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) detected by sequenc-
ing ten random DNA fragments in 100 individuals of ten diverse chicken
populations

“on the fly” in response to user requests. Single or multiple
maps can be viewed from one or more species, aligned with
each other and with homologous genes indicated. Although
there are other sites that publish chicken genetic linkage maps,
they are restricted to static images. Anubis is currently being
redeveloped using the JavaTM programming language to pro-
vide higher levels of interactivity and customisation in the map
displays.

Although the ARKdb model provides structures in which to
record published data, it does not handle the raw experimental
data from which that published information was derived. A
second database design, also developed at the Roslin Institute
serves this function for many chicken mapping projects. Called
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resSpecies, it stores details of pedigrees, genotypes and (option-
ally) traits and provides export routines to reformat the data
into the forms required by several of the most popular mapping
programs. New export routines can be added as required.
Again, this system is fully accessible via the web. Currently
access is limited to project collaborators, but work is under way
to provide public access to published data. This public access
will be integrated with the ARKdb mapping database system to
allow users to “drill down” from map displays to the level of
individual genotypes in the data set.

In much the same way that resSpecies provides an under-
pinning of the genetic linkage maps, work is also underway to
develop systems to underpin physical maps. These will store
clone details and overlaps with links to sequence databases and
published markers. The access to this data will, like resSpecies,
be restricted to project collaborators with published informa-
tion being freely accessible.

A step further down the progression from genome-scale to
base-pair mapping is the determination of the sequences of
cloned DNA fragments. In chicken, like other farm animal spe-
cies, the majority of this work has involved the sequencing of
cDNA clones to derive ESTs. There are several projects under-
way in this field, notably that of Joan Burnside (Delaware),

Jean-Marie Buerstedde (Hamburg), Dave Burt (Roslin) and
Nat Bumstead (Compton). Each group has sequenced clones
from a specific library and makes those sequences available.
The German group has several web-based forms available for
searching their sequences in a variety of ways. All the currently
available chicken EST sequences have been collected together
at Roslin, where a web-based BLAST search form can be used
to identify homologues to genes from other species.

URLs:
ARKdb http://www.roslin.ac.uk/arkdb_about_ARK.html

http://www.roslin.ac.uk/bioinformatics/databases.html
Chick Ace http://www.zod.wau.nL/research/chicken/frame_chicken.

html (Groenen and Cheng, in this report)
Chicken Genome Mapping site of Wageningen University
http://www.zod.wau.nl/vf/research/chicken/frame_chicken.
html/
US Poultry Gene Mapping http://poultry.mph.msu.edu/

ResSpecies http://www.roslin.ac.uk/bioinformatics/databases.html
http://www.roslin.ac.uk/cgi-bin/resSpecies/resSpecies.sh

ESTs:
Hamburg http://genetics.hpi.uni-hamburg.de/dt40est.html
Delaware http://udgenome.ags.udel.edu/chickest/chick.htm
Roslin http://www.roslin.ac.uk/cgi-bin/est-blast.pl
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